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Time to Stock up on Hershey’s
By Aidan

Halloween has come and gone, but not The evening before – October 31st – was
without some good times. In addition to referred to as “All Hallows’ Eve”, which
the obvious dressing up, trick-or-treating, is thought to have developed further into
and getting a stomach-ache from devouring bags and bags of candy, the icing on
this epic cake was no doubt our famous
O’School Halloween dance.
Though keep in mind, Halloween
wasn’t always the way we see it today. It
is thought to have originated from the
Celtic festival of Samhain, when people
would dress up in costumes to ward off
evil spirits. Samhain was not only considered a pagan festival, it was one of the
biggest pagan celebrations of all. It was
opposed greatly by the Christian church.
In the 700’s, Pope Gregory III created
“All Saints’ Day” on November 1st, to
honor all saints and martyrs. It is assumed
Electric Blue goes incognito at the
to have been placed on the day it was in
Halloween Dance. Snazzy ,right?
Photo by YDC staff
order to compete with the pagan worship
and convert people to the Christian faith.

Continued on page 5

The Infecting of the Tees

By Kevin D.
You may have seen some strange contraptions in the art room, or a rack of
t-shirts standing by the computers. No,
this isn’t a clothing warehouse; it’s the

T-Shirt Equipment Used by Infectious Tees
Photo by YDC staff

Infectious T’s headquarters! Infectious
T’s is a junior achievement company created for the O’school to teach students
how to run a business.
Infectious T’s is run mainly by Hague
Williams yes, the Hague Williams, Cherie super talented Tymkiw, and Master
of Paintings Michelle, the big Z, Zarrilli. Don’t let all of these super staff fool
you,;the bulk of the work is done by students. There are four departments for
this insanely infectious company. Financial, Design, Production, and Advertisement. Hague said that he is just a facilitator for the Infectious T’s team. “It is my
Continued on page 15
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O’School
What? A Mind-Altering New Schedule?
By Sebastian

One day this summer there was a “special announcement” to be made. Typically a new student would be
the case. Not this time though it seemed like it was
very important, especially since Michelle Zarrilli came
to the classrooms, along with Jerry Martin. When they
said those words everybody froze…a new schedule. It
must have taken a lot of talk to create this new schedule.
The idea of a new schedule was a good plan for some
people but for others it wasn’t. The classes are the same
length (45 minutes). What the teacheres decided to
do was to simply start school at 9:00am and end it at
3:15pm so the day is approximately 6 hours and 15
minutes. The old school schedule started at 9:10 and
ended at 3:00, which made the school day 5 hours and
50 minutes long.
The goal was to add another period and extend the
base class on Wednesday. So there are now are eight
45 minute class periods, and 45 minutes of Base Class
each day that’s split up into 3 parts: 8:50 am-9:00am,
12:00pm-12: 10pm, and 2:50pm-3: 15pm.
This change also brought us 3 more electives to choose
from. These 3 additional classes are Junior Achievement, Executive Functioning, and Music appreciation.
Hague and Cherie run the Infectous Tees class. Mirelle
and Dana run the Exceutive Functioning class. Maria
successfully runs the Music Appreciation class.
The staff benefited
from this change also.
They each have a class
period to help plan for
classes. This change
allowed the staff to be
more evenly distributed. The School Crisis
Intervention Leader,

25 minutes of extra school… and who said life isn’t great?
Photo by YDC Staff

Tony, thinks there is easily enough staff to spread out so
there are almost always two people in each classroom,
which is the key. There is also always someone in coverage now. Whenever Tony isn’t there, someone can fill
his spot.
Michelle Zarrilli said the new schedule was created to
reach the educational needs for the students. Adding 25
minutes to the day allowed an additional instructional
period. Students are benefiting from this because not as
many students on the watch list as last year.
The last 15minutes of the day drag on for people who
had a challenging day. Even though this new schedule
is different it’s still basically the same. It affects some
people in different ways. It may be easy to one person
and stressful to others.
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Lighting Up Student Leadership

By Kevin D.

application that includes essay questions.
You must also get approval from all fields
of staff. You can apply in the beginning
of first and second semester. According
to Meagan, students have enjoyed SLG,
and have shown exemplary leadership
skills.
This is a great group for all of you early
risers. It meets Wednesdays from 8:008:45. You need to have off grounds to
participate in the off grounds activities,
so keep that in mind. As long as students
keep their off grounds, they get to participate in all SLG activities. As the year
goes on students get to decide what activities they participate in.
So, when mid January rolls around,
make sure you talk to the magnificent
Meagan and the marvelous Mirielle to
sign up for Student Leadership Group!

O’School

Student Leadership Group (SLG) is a
program that was started in 2010. Student Leadership is run by Meagan and
Mirielle. Meagan is a Pythagoreans base
class teacher who teaches math. Mirielle
is the base class teacher of the Xenophiles and she teaches French. This dynamic duo is the centerpiece of Student
Leadership Group!
Originally the group was called Community Service. That group was started
in 2003. Mirielle said that the name
changed because, “We felt like it no longer fully encompassed all the things we
were focusing on.The students were doing service in the school, in the community and in the world (for fundraiser like
Hoops for Haiti & Jump for Japan), and
we were giving each student a leadership
opportunity with each new event. We
felt like a change in name was needed.”
Student leadership is a group of volunteering students who take part in
activities all across the greater Chicago
community. They have done things from
planning parties for the Conquerors, to
creating a school store. This store will include items such as school supplies and
hopefully school apparel from the Infectious Tees Company.
This year students will be organizing
and heading parties for the Conquerors.
SLG will also be taking part in other numerous activities throughout the school.
Some of these events are a visit to Ronald
McDonald house and possibly the Inspiration Corporation. Student Leadership
Group also has plans for a book-drive.
To join student leadership you must go
through a rigorous series of tests that only
the strongest and bravest of students can
survive. Nah, just kidding. Anyone can
join. All you need to do is to fill out an

Oh, those are the Student Leadership people. Yeah, I remember them.
Photo by YDC Staff
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Making Shakespeare Proud

By Thomas

“Hi everyone. How is everyone today on a scale from one
to 10?” asks Misha.
“I am a three,” says one of the students.
“Who wants to share their poems today?” says Brittney.
She takes a look around the table, and suddenly a voice
comes from someone.
“I’ll share mine.” He reads his poem, and afterwards everyone applauds him.
“That was a great poem,” says one of the kids.
“Okay is there anyone else who wants to share their poem
before we finish?” asks Brittney.
The Poetry Group was created by Misha and Brittany.
The poetry group meets on Mondays at 4:00 PM. According to Brittany, “It is very important that people find a way to
express their emotions,” explains Brittany “It is a great outlet
for creative expression, and hearing others poetry is inspiring,” says gryphon, Danny, who is attending the group. One
of the main reasons the group was created is for kids to be
able to express themselves and use it as an effective coping
skill.
The students that are a part of the group have an assigned
theme for the week. The theme of last week was, “Who am
I.” The theme of the group was used as a starting point for
the students to use their creativity to explore their experiences and examine themselves in an honest way. Every week will

I assure you, Poetry Group is more awesome than this collection
Photo by YDC Staff
have a theme and the students will be able to write a poem
that relates to the theme of the week or reflecting on what
everyone has shared and how they feel. One of the other
themes was, “Who I want to be.”
Brittany and Misha are very proud of the group because it
is very supportive to its members and offers a safe place for
students to share. Brittany is very happy to see how talented
and creative everyone is and how brave they are to share personal information. She is excited for the coming weeks to see
everyone’s talent.
Poetry Group is a very useful outlet to express emotions in
a healthy way. It helps relieve the stress of high school life in
a way that doesn’t cause harm to others or to the student.

Got Dennis?

By Carly

Unless you work directly with them, you don’t necessarily
get to know all of the O’School staff. Day school students
don’t really get the chance to know the residential staff, girls
may not know the boys’ staff, boys may not know the girls’
staff, and TLC is on the other side of the building. There are
some very cool people that work here, and I was fortunate
enough to sit down with one and get to know him a little
better.
Dennis Keppeler is the dormitory manager for the Gryphons. He is responsible for facilitating family therapy with
each of his students and their families. He also supervises
each of the Gryphon staff members, meeting with them
once a week for thirty minutes. Dennis runs a therapy group
with Joanne, a TLC staff, as well.

“I started working here at the
Orthogenic
School in August of 2010.
That was my first
experience doing
residential work
and I enjoy being
able to support
my residents and
their
families.”
Dennis likes just
about everything

Behold… the almighty Gryphon
patriarch! Fear his talons!
Photo by YDC Staff

Continued on page 5
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Got Dennis?
Continued from page 4

about his job. His favorite part, however, is spending time
with his students. He also likes supervising the Gryphon
staff. His least favorite part “would probably be all of the
paperwork.”
Contrary to the popular belief, Dennis, like other staff, has
a life outside of the Orthogenic School. Originally from a
small rural town in northwestern Ohio, Dennis has lived in
Chicago since the age of 17. He moved here to attend the
University of Chicago as an English major. He then worked
for the UChicago Press for almost 25 years before going
back to earn his degree in social work and become a Licensed Clinical Social Worker.
Playing in the woods and haylofts isn’t really an option as
in his childhood now that he lives in the city. Dennis has
two Border Terriers, Moose and Badger, that he loves to

spend time with. He also enjoys gardening. Every once in a
while, Dennis likes to sit down and read, too. Dennis likes
almost all genres, but his favorites are science fiction, fantasy, Victorian literature, and books on psychoanalysis. “My
favorite psychoanalysts are Donald Winnicott and Paul Wachtel.” Dennis loves to travel, preferring northern European
climates, and would love to visit Paris again.
You may not know your teachers and counselors as well
as you’d like. If you take the time to ask them a question
here and there, dig a little deeper, you may be surprised. They
aren’t always the “bearer of bad news” or someone who takes
you to Walgreen’s to pick up some Ramen or Pop-Tarts. Our
O’School staff have fun personalities and interesting hobbies
hidden behind their “professional walls.” All you have to do
is ask.

Time to Stock up on Hershey’s

Continued from page 1

the community-based, kid-friendly celebration of Halloween we see today.
Everyone loves Halloween, and we at the O’School
are lucky enough to have our own full-fledged homage
to this glorious day.
We always have O’School trick-or-treating. In the
past, it used to be all over the entire building. More
recently, there has been dorm decorating and trick-ortreating, including day-school in the library. Each dorm
decoration followed a theme (i.e.
creepy dollhouse, hazmat, etc),
and many dorms presented their
work in a play of sorts. There was
no official contest, so every dorm
received an award. In addition to
the O’School tradition of good
sportsmanship, this was the case
because it’s fair to say that each
one was very well done.
Of course, it would have been
a terrible waste of creativity
if there weren’t any costumes. Though, as with many
things, there were rules. You probably already know all
of this, but here’s a quick review: the costumes must
have obeyed the dress code, and may not have had blood,
gore, weaponry, or full-face masks (smaller masks are

allowed; as long as people can tell who you are by your
face). Of course, no costumes that would have offended
others; after all, Halloween is a happy occasion!
It wouldn’t have been an O’School dance without
some style; there was a DJ playing songs requested at
the October 19th community meeting, among others.
To add even more stylishness, there was a quite awesome theme: The Nightmare Before Christmas, complete with fancy Jack masks. However, costumes did
not have to follow this theme, so naturally
students got creative.
The dance itself took place after dinner,
but – like past celebrations – students
had plenty of time to prepare their costumes between eating shepherd’s pie and
dancing to the Cha-Cha Slide (or being a
wallflower; that’s up to you).
There was music and dancing in the big
gym, and open art in the little gym for
people who weren’t big party animals or
needed a break from all the excitement.
I’m sure everyone has a decent hoard of candy by now,
but try not to gobble it all up in one night. And remember: Halloween is about being creative and having fun
with friends. So enjoy your spoils, and happy belated
Halloween!
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Crime Exists in Hyde Park

By Sebastian

There was an argument between a student and a coun- you are traveling with your dorm or alone. First, be aware
selor. “Why can’t I have two ear buds inside my ears?” It’s of your surroundings. Don’t have your headphones on and
not a good idea. ““It’s not a big deal.” I’m saying NO “I see have the music turned all the way up. It’s a magnet to
people do it all the time.” A lot people aren’t paying atten- thieves. Also, if you have bags keep them with you at all
tion and regret listening to music.” Not like I’m going to times and don’t keep a lot of valuables in them. Wear short
get mugged. ” That’s bestraps on your bag and wear
side the point. “ I’m fine.”
it close to the body. Lastly,
If your stuff gets stolen,
on public transportation,
it’s not my fault.
watch out for pick-pockets,
Crime is frequent in
or people who steal things
Hyde Park. So, if you
from people’s pockets.
think you are safe you’re
If you are traveling by
really not, even though
yourself or on a IO, you
we are one of the safest
should let your staff and
neighborhoods. When
coverage know specifically
your staff says that you
where you’re going. Try not
can’t have an iPod with
to go out at nighttime if
you don’t bring it. Don’t
possible. Always stay alert
carry wads of money
when on your own. Try not
either. Some types of
to talk to strangers; if you
crimes that are common
are lost be cautious who
around here are burglary/
you ask for directions.
Pickpocketing:
Theft, shoplifting, breakThe University also has
Crime? In our hallways? Blasphemy!
ing and entering and
emergency phones that alPhoto by YDC
robbery.
low you to alert the police.
According
to
the
If you are being followed,
UCPD and CPD daily incident reports online, these hit the red buttons and they alert the UCPD, allowing
crimes are not life threatening, but they are still a problem. them to track where you are. Hit each button as you pass
These crimes can happen to anybody so don’t think that so they can trail you and cut the suspect off. If you are
you can’t be a victim. The crimes typically happen after wondering what these phones look like, they are white
dark but can occur in the day. The suspect might be wear- poles with emergency written on them. The poles you
ing a hood and or hat. If you do witness a crime describe might need are all along 60th street. Others in Hyde Park
the suspect (the person who is typically doing the crime). start from Stony Island to the east and Cottage Grove to
Don’t be afraid just be aware of your surroundings.
the west, and go as far south as 64th street and as far north
According to UCPD or University of Chicago Police as 47th street.
Department there are some tips to remember, whether
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Chicago Traffic Affects O’School

By Carly

O’School Van:
The O’School outing van:
totally superior to the A-Team’s.
Photo By YDC

Park. Streets all through
the city were closed off
at 7:00 am and reopened
to main traffic at 4:00 pm.
The 26.2-mile course extended from Grant Park all
the way up to Addison St.,
west to Damen Ave., and as
far south as 35th St. A good
stretch of Michigan Ave.
was closed off for the race.
Athletics are big in Chicago, but they’re not the only
traffic-imposing
events.
Over the course of the year,
Chicago hosts many festivals, including the muchanticipated Lollapalooza.
Lolla plays out over 3
days; Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. Traffic downtown
during these days can be
dreadfully stagnant.
“When Obama is in town,
getting to work is terrible. If Lake Shore isn’t closed,
then it’s really backed up,” comments Sarah, a Phoenix
staff. “I’ve never been more than twenty minutes late
to work, but it’s annoying when I have to get up earlier
than normal in order to take a different bus or just
catch an earlier one.”
More recently, Chicago hosted a Mexican Independence Day parade on the 9th of September, as well as a
Columbus Day parade on the 10th of October. Both of
these parades had Columbus Dr. blocked off between
Balbo Ave. and Monroe St.
The Thanksgiving Day parade on November 24th will
close off State St. from Congress Pkwy. to Randolph
St. from 8:30 to 11:00 on Thanksgiving morning.
With lots of floats, giant inflatables, marching bands,
dancers, and more. This event will attract lots of people
from the Chicagoland area and, with one of Chicago’s
major streets blocked off, that’s going to be a lot of
slow moving vehicles.

Chicago

Chicago is a big city with big events. Whether it be
baseball, football, or even a non-sporting event, there
seems to always be something going on. Often times,
these events affect the traffic and transportation in the
city, sometimes affecting our off-grounds activities and
timing.
Chicago is home to one of the biggest rivalries in
Major League Baseball. Even though September is the
end of the regular season games, the White Sox continue to attract an average of 24,705 fans and the Cubs,
an average of 37,258 fans, to each home game. A lot
of people are serious about supporting their north or
south side baseball team. U.S. Cellular Field and Wrigley Field aren’t necessarily close to Hyde Park, but the
traffic has impacted driving times for dorm outings.
As baseball season comes to a close, football kicks off.
The Bears bring an average of 62,227 fans to Soldier
Field each game. With Soldier Field being located
right off of Lake Shore Dr., These large crowds of
people create lots of traffic, making it difficult to get
downtown from the Orthogenic School. Not only is
Lake Shore backed up, but CTA buses are also slow
moving.
One specific event that closes off many streets for the
better part of the day is the annual Bank of America
Chicago Marathon. This year it fell on October 19th, a
Sunday, with over 1.5 million spectators and around
45,000 runners. The race started at 7:30 am in Grant

Continued on page 16
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Obama’s Job Bill
By John

Obama is having trouble convincing republicans to
support his jobs bill. A major part of this bill is $447
billion, especially for bridges in disrepair to be fixed.
The bill is also to employ construction workers on a
larger scale throughout the country.
Some Republican lawmakers disagree that the bill
will be a direct solution to current problems. Some
Democrats would even like to change the bill. Senator
Harry Reid backs the bill, yet no timeline has been
agreed upon. Senator Bob Casey backs passing the
bill in separate parts.
The key supporters of the bill say it will create jobs.
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell has yet to
be convinced, as has House Speaker John Boehner.
Throughout the work on this bill, Obama has had to
reach out for support. In this process, disagreements
have emerged and he has to try to convince others.
If he passes the bill, it should be more possible for
success in the times ahead.
The O’School, although not directly impacted by
this bill, may be able to relate to national economic
stress. The student work program works on giving,
and improving jobs. The student work program
leader Ellie Badesch says, “Yes, I think the SWP does
a great job preparing kids for the job market.”
In difficult economic times for the nation, Badesch
states, “The SWP program is a part of the larger
O-School budget, so we are able to protect ourselves
from the extreme ups and downs of the outside
economy.” Co - director Diana Kon explains, “Like
all schools and organizations, the downturn has

impacted the Orthogenic School in a variety of ways.”
Diana Kon also says “It is important to us to make
sure that the school has everything needed, but we
are taking extra care to ensure that we are being as
conservative as possible when we make purchases.”
Even though the economy around us is a factor, the
administration is putting in efforts to protect us.

“The New Jobs Bill should put more
opportunities in the classifieds”
Photo by YDC Staff
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A Year Without Summer

By Aidan

Continued on page 13

don’t know is that the eruption of Tambora
was approximately four times larger than
the monstrous Krakatau eruption, making
Krakatau the second-biggest in recorded
history.
Many people are worried that 2012 will
be the next Year Without a Summer; the
lack of sunshine and warmth will do more
than just ruin the shining aura of what
would have been a beautiful summer day.
One of the most debilitating factors in Europe during this event was the agricultural
effect. Without sunlight and warmth, crops
were wrecked; this lead to food riots, suffering, and the migration of large groups
to find food. While this would not be as
severe in modern US, agricultural impairment could be an issue.
Scientists estimate the chances of this
event happening to be very slim. However,
it isn’t a done deal. The eruptions and seismic activity of Mt. Tambora are erratic and
unpredictable. Nevertheless, there is still
an extremely small chance for 2012 to be
another 3-season year.

National/World

The year was 1815. In rural Indonesia, an
ominous rumbling was heard. Before anyone had time to think, an eruption of immense proportions spewed ash and flame
over a radius of 810 miles. The explosion
from Mt. Tambora that took the lives of
over 71,000 Indonesians – in just the initial
explosion – was heard 1,600 miles away…
but the effects spread a bit further than that.
To be precise, the effects spread across almost the entire northern hemisphere. The
volcanic ash that flew across atmospheric
winds covered the sky over the majority of
America and Europe for a large part of the
year 1816.
This “year without a summer” was exactly what its name implies. In fact, bitter
cold and heavy snow prevailed well into
July and August. In New York City, temperatures dropped to as low as -26° during
this period – enough to significantly freeze
the New York Upper Bay. Over in Europe,
freezing temperatures made agricultural
development near impossible. This shortage led to one of the biggest famines of
the 19th Century. In the aftermath of the
eruption, the death toll ascended into the
tens of thousands. In the end, as expected,
Indonesia had it the worst. As mentioned
above, the Indonesian death toll was at
about 71,000 after 2 days of Hell on Earth.
In addition, for up to two days, a 370 mile
radius around Mt. Tambora was so atmospherically polluted by ash that the entirety
of that area was pitch black.
Unfortunately, the eruption of Tambora
occurred far before the technological development of world media. Therefore, the
events were practically lost in time. The
legendary eruption of Krakatau (English:
“krah-kah-toh-ah”) in 1883 was remembered as a terrible occurrence. This was
largely due to the invention of the telegraph shortly before. What most people

Hey, I made one of these at the science fair two yeas ago!
Image by YDC Staff
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Mental Health Budget Cuts Going to Affect 60000 People

By Thomas

60,000 people are possibly out of funding for their
mental health issues. In Illinois, mental health not-for
profit organizations are struggling. 119 million dollars
are owed to NPO’s in back payments. Since these back
payments are so large, that means state hospital and organizations to help the mentally ill will be closing. One
of the state hospitals that is set to be closed is located in
Elgin, and with it closing, Dupage county is losing 75
beds to service people. In the future, when people prove
to be mentally unstable, instead of being treated they
will be sitting in a county jail locked up.
According to Angela Adkins National Alliance on
Mental Illness (NAMI’s) executive director for Dupage
County, 80% of people with mental illness are not able
to receive the help they need. This is because of being
unemployed and not having funding from the government to help them. These people are ending up on the
street and being picked up by community police departments, being arrested for resisting arrest because
they are not in a stable state of mind and are not complying with police.
Due to state hospitals closing, community emergency
rooms have been the place people in crisis have gone.
Due to the high population of people in the ER, sometimes people who are mentally ill will never make it
to a hospital; they will just sit in the ER for 5 to 7 day
without receiving the actual help they need. Not only
that, but they won’t have received the help they needed
because the psychiatric hospitals are closing. There are
not enough beds for everyone, one so the ER has to
hold them, and by the time they get a bed sometimes
they are reevaluated and are determined to be not necessary to hospitalize anymore.
Non for profit organizations are trying to make up
for their lack of money by asking supporters to donate
money to help organizations that give support to the
mentally ill. Unfortunatley, not many people are able to
give much money to organizations because of he state
of the economy.
According to Ms. Angela Adkins, the suicide rate is

going up and it is not okay for government to make
these budget cuts and not think about the people they

The Mental Health Budget is reduced to change.
Image by YDC Staff

are going to affect. Citizens that are wanting to do
something to help prevent the budget cuts from getting
worse can become involved by writing their local newspaper and writing letters to their government officials.
Also, for more ways to help, people can log on to www.
namidupage.org and click on the advocacy link on their
webpage for more information.
This could affect some of you because once you walk
beyond the yellow door for the last time, people tend to
have to still be on their medicine and possibly have to
see a therapist. But if the government decides to make
these budget cuts, people that are not eligible for insurance, or if their insurance has run dry for this type
of help will not be able to get their meds and see the
therapist that they might need to see.
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A Year Without Summer, Continued
continued from page 13

It goes without saying that, in the event of a volcanic
winter, the O’School (as well as the rest of the Northern
US) would be greatly affected by the lack of summer. PE
would be mostly inside. Residential outings would be affected. Day School buses and cabs would have to be wary
of skidding on ice in the middle of June.
There’s no doubt people still remember the huge blizzard
last winter. Imagine that going on in July. The Chicago
area had somewhere between 1 and 2 feet of snow, blizzard conditions, and winds of more than 60 mph. Overall,
the blizzard affected over 100 million people nationwide.
During the February 2011 blizzard, the O’School had a

rare occurrence: a snow day. Volcanic winters can be severe, so maybe we’ll have a snow day this coming July…
probably not.
The list goes on, but there is no need to be afraid. Remember, the chances are extremely slim; and even if it
does happen, one of the biggest factors in the suffering
of the Northern hemisphere in 1816 was due to a lack of
technology. That shouldn’t be a problem now.
And always remember:
Twice as many winters means twice as many snowball
fights.

The Infecting of the Tees, Continued
continued from page 1

hope that they take it seriously and see the opportunity
that they have to evaluate themselves, to execute the
business to their best ability, and value the importance
of learning the skills to manage a small business.”
The financial department handles the money aspect
of the company. Things such as deciding how many
shirts to buy, how to price shirts, and distributing
stocks. Design staff create images on Adobe programs
such as Photoshop or Illustrator. Design staff can also
draw pictures and scan them onto the computer. Production then makes the idea reality. They are the team
that literally puts the finalized idea on the shirt. Finally
advertisement comes up with ideas on how to sell the
t-shirts. Some strategies that have been used in the past
are Catalogs, Facebook, and this year they have implemented a twitter thread.
The first step in t-shirt production is coating the
screen with emulsion, which is a liquid like substance
that screens are coated with so the design can be burned
onto the screen. This must be done in a dark room because emulsion is light sensitive and will become useless
and messy to use.
Then you must burn the screen with a light table, rinse
out the screen, tape up the screen, you tape the screen to
keep the screen clean which makes the screen last lon-

ger. This is good because screens cost about fifty dollars.
This is not an expense that the infectious Ts company
wants to be spending on.
Register the image and T-shirt, so that you can get
your print in the same place every time. Print, and enjoy! The average t-shirt cost about ten dollars
For more info on how to catch your infection, stop
by the art room and ask any of the Infectious Ts staff.
You can also look online at orthogenicschool.org or the
Infectious Ts website and follow the infection on facebook and twitter.
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Chicago Traffic Effects O’School, Continued

By Carly

continued from page 7

slow moving vehicles.
Just before Thanksgiving, on the 19th, the Magnificent Mile Lights Festival kicks off with a parade on
Michigan Ave. from Oak St. all the way to the Chicago River. The city will be closing the streets an hour
before the scheduled start time, which is 5:30 pm.
Chicago hosts lots of events: music, sports, and other
festive activities. It is a big city with lots of passionate
residents. At times, it is going to take longer amounts
of time for O’School staff and students to get to and
from the school. Some events may even cause us to
not go off grounds to the downtown area simply
because of the amounts of people both in their cars
and in crowds. So what is the recommended mode
of transportation in situations like these? The general consensus is definitely driving rather than public
transportation. And for the staff that commute every
town when there are things going on,” Sarah simply states.
day? If possible, carpool or drive. If you have to take public Traffic can be one’s worst enemy. But when the roads are
transportation, sometimes it’s easier to take a train a little clear, there is lots to do in the Windy City.
further south and hop on a bus. Basically, “just avoid down-
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